100 ZACHARY ROAD, SUITE #3
MANCHESTER, NH 03109
PHONE: 603.487.3800
FAX: 603.218.6262

STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS
MISSION STATEMENT:
TO PROVIDE COMPREHENSIVE HIGH-QUALITY MEDICAL GAS SERVICES EFFICIENTLY AND
EFFECTIVELY WITH A COMMITMENT TO PATIENT SAFETY

COMPANY OVERVIEW:
Acute Medical Gas Services, Inc. (AMG) is a privately held company that was formed as a result of the merger of
Certified Medical Gas Services (CMGS) and Green Mountain Medical Gas Services (GMMGS). Many of our clients
have been with us for numerous years via our former companies, and we continue to have the same commitment to
excellence that you’ve known from us in the past. The company has the vision to be a single-source, turnkey
provider of comprehensive medical gas services. Since our team has over 100 years of combined experience, we
have seen almost everything in the industry at least once. Rest assured, we will identify any matter that has an
impact on patient or personnel safety. Our “Gold Standard” operating procedures offer the greatest protection in
patient and personnel safety available in the industry.
Mr. Jonathan C. Willard is the president and co-owner of the company. He has worked in the medical gas and
health care construction industry for about 20 years. Prior to starting the company, he was the vice president of
operations for a large mechanical contractor and also worked as a project manager on some of the most significant
and complex health care projects in the region. He holds numerous certifications and is one of only a handful of
individuals that has earned all of the ASSE 6000 medical gas certifications. He is a principal member of the
Technical Committee on Medical Gas and Vacuum Piping Systems (NFPA 99: Health Care Facilities Code) and a
principal member of the Technical Committee on Industrial and Medical Gases (NFPA 55: Compressed Gases and
Cryogenic Fluids Code). He currently serves on the Medical Gas Professional Healthcare Organization (MGPHO)
Board of Directors and is also a LEED AP (Accredited Professional), a certified Project Management Professional
(PMP), and a Certified Healthcare Constructor (CHC) with a Master of Science degree in Business Education.
Mr. Doug Ostraat is the vice president and co-owner of the company. He has worked in the medical gas industry
since 1970, first as a respiratory therapist and then as a supervisor, responsible for the maintenance and testing of a
heath care facility’s medical gas and vacuum systems and related secondary equipment. He left the organization to
become a sales and service representative for a large medical gas and respiratory care equipment distributor. In
1978, he started his own company, Green Mountain Medical Gas Services (GMMGS), which he has operated as an
independent distributor of medical gases, respiratory therapy, and life support equipment. For the past 35 years,
GMMGS has been providing medical gas system service, testing, and training.
We pride ourselves on being involved in ALL aspects of the medical, laboratory, industrial, and research gas
industries. We have accomplished this by taking part in the following:
§
§
§
§

Code and standard technical committee memberships, which contributes to patient safety
Publishing articles that promote health care education and awareness
Assisting in the development of comprehensive operation and management programs in partnership with
organizations committed to best practices, which helps to ensure life supporting equipment remains as safe
and reliable as possible.
Providing training and consulting in all areas of the medical gas industry including emergency preparedness
and disaster management, installation and maintenance procedures and best practices, design and
construction management, medical device design and manufacturing consulting, system commissioning,
personnel training and certification program development.

Acute Medical Gas Services is committed to becoming the region’s leader in comprehensive medical gas and
environmental testing services by focusing on patient safety, quality service, and customer satisfaction.
The company is registered with the US Federal Government in the Central Contractor Registration Database and
with Dun & Bradstreet.
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OVERVIEW OF SERVICES:
The company provides Inspection, Testing and Verification Services, Sales and Installation Services, Preventative
Maintenance, System Assessments, Systems Training, and Consulting. AMG has also designed a code compliance
program to assist health care organizations in achieving and maintaining regulatory compliance. This program design
focuses on assessing and evaluating existing systems with the goal of reducing patient risk and organizational liability.
AMG is a training affiliate of the National Inspection, Testing, and Certification Corporation (NITC) and the Medical Gas
Training Institute (MGTI). Mr. Willard is listed as an approved Medical Gas Professional Healthcare Organization
(MGPHO) instructor on their website. AMG offers training for the ASSE 6010 Medical Gas Systems Installer, ASSE 6020
Medical Gas Systems Inspector, and ASSE 6040 Medical Gas Systems Maintenance Personnel certifications at various
locations throughout the country and abroad.

COMPLETED PROJECTS:
AFGHAN NATIONAL ARMY GAMBERI HOSPITAL
The ANA Hospital in Gamberi, Afghanistan was recently completed by the United States Army Corps of Engineers.
Acute Medical Gas Services provided consulting, verification, and training services for the construction and facility
operations team for the project. This project included the installation of new medical gas source systems including
the manifold central supply systems, medical air central supply system, medical-surgical vacuum central supply
system. This work was completed in a remote part of the country by local tradespeople.
INSTALLATION CONTRACTOR:
ARAO – Fellgroup JV
Kabul, Afghanistan

FACILITY:
ANA Gamberi Hospital
Gamberi, Afghanistan

CONTACT:
Anshul Praveen, Project Engineer

UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL OF MIREBALAIS
Partners in Health recently completed the construction of a 205,000 square foot, 300-bed facility near Port-auPrince, Haiti to fill a huge void, locally and nationally, for people who previously had limited access to quality health
care. The hospital provides primary care services to about 185,000 people in wide area of central Haiti.
Acute Medical Gas Services provide pro bono consulting and onsite testing and verification services. AMG also
assisted with all aspects of the final certification of the medical gas and vacuum systems on the project.
CONSTRUCTION ORGANIZATION:
Partners in Health
888 Commonwealth Avenue, 3rd Floor
Boston, MA 02215

FACILITY:
University Hospital of Mirebalais
Mirebalais, Haiti

CONTACT:
Scott Campbell, Project Manager

HUGGINS HOSPITAL
The Huggins Hospital recently completed a major renovation and expansion project. This included installation of
new medical gas source systems including the bulk oxygen supply system, medical air supply system, medicalsurgical vacuum supply system and a large emergency department addition to the facility. This work was completed
while the hospital continued to provide patient care throughout the project.
Acute Medical Gas Services assisted with all aspects of the medical gas system renovations and additions including
system certifications during the many phases of the project.
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CONSTRUCTION MANAGER:
Gilbane Building Company
2 Executive Park Drive
Bedford, NH 03110

FACILITY OWNER:
Huggins Hospital
240 South Main Street
Wolfeboro, NH 03894

CONTACT:
Greg Mallette, Project Manager

CONTACT:
David Cash, Head of Maintenance

MASSACHUSETTS GENERAL HOSPITAL
MGH recently completed a project for a new 17-story patient tower. The project included installation of new medical
gas source systems including a medical air supply system, medical-surgical vacuum supply system, and pipeline
distributions systems. This scope of work included the development of a testing procedure that was implemented at
all phases of the construction.
Acute Medical Gas Services assisted with all aspects of the medical gas system certifications during all of phases of
the project.
FACILITY OWNER:
Partners Healthcare
Prudential Center
800 Boylston Street, 11th Floor
Boston, MA 02199
CONTACT:
Damien Bailey, Project Manager

CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL BOSTON
Acute Medical Gas Services has been providing comprehensive testing and inspections services to Children’s
Hospital Boston since 2007. The facility in conjunction with AMG has developed one of the most comprehensive
testing and inspection programs in the region. The program includes inspection, testing, and performance
verification of all the medical gas systems on a continual basis to ensure that equipment reliability and patient safety
are constantly protected.
FACILITY OWNER:
Children’s Hospital Boston at Waltham
9 Hope Avenue
Waltham, MA 02453
CONTACT:
Sheldon Kane, Maintenance Supervisor

OTHER SELECTED CLIENTS:
ARAO – Fellgroup JV, Portsmouth Regional Hospital, Children’s Hospital Boston, Dana Farber Cancer Center,
Department of Veteran’s Affairs, Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, Kaleida Health Systems, Kindred Healthcare,
Elliot Hospital, Concord Hospital, Catholic Medical Center, Native Alaskan Medical Center, Cheshire Medical Center,
Penobscot Bay Medical Center, Crothall Services Group, LRG Healthcare, University of Nebraska Medical Center, Airgas,
Praxair Healthcare Services, New London Hospital, Monadnock Community Hospital, Harvey Construction Corporation,
Engelberth Construction, Inc.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Mr. Jonathan Willard, President
100 Zachary Road, Suite #3
Manchester, NH 03109
Phone: 603.487.3800
jon@acutemedgas.com

Doug Ostraat, Vice President
100 Zachary Road, Suite #3
Manchester, NH 03109
Phone: 603.487.3800
doug@acutemedgas.com
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